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Electron and neutral
molecule collisions at low
energies

Theory
➢ The scattering state of the e--AB system behaves at large

distances r between e- and AB as
where ā and ā'' enumerate AB rovibrational channels,

Aā''ā is the scattering amplitude in the laboratory frame.
➢ In the basis of partial waves it is expanded as

Electronic states
➢The electronic wave function representing the electron-neutral

scattering, with the neutral target in a state |Γ> , is

sum over energetically open neutral
states described by (N − 1)-electron
wave functions χΓ

with

and

sum runs over N-electron configurationstate functions Θj representing penetration
and correlation terms

Electronic states
In terms of the scattering matrix the electronic wave function is

or

The scattering state

x

As an example: radiative electron attachment to CN
➢Electronic bound states of CN

and CN-, and the affinity of CN
have been determined using
Molpro.
➢Continuum states have been
obtained using the Complex-Kohn
variational method together with
the MESA software suit.

As an example: radiative electron attachment to CN
➢The Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission of a photon

from an electronic continuum state with incident electron energy E
into a bound state <elf|:
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with ω=Ei+A , A is the electron affinity of CN.
➢The final state is

➢Cross-section for the radiative attachment is then obtained by

dividing the Einstein coefficient with the density of electron current
in the incident wave,
in this case.

REA cross-section

➢with the transiton dipole moment between vibronic states

➢Integral over electronic coordinates r is evaluated by the

MESA code (complex Kohn suite of programs) and usually
referred as transition dipole moment of the molecule dfi(R, є).
Here the body-frame energy є :

➢The

REA cross section

figure shows crosssections σJ(E) for the process

starting with CN being in vi=0
and several different values of
j.
➢A sum over final rovibrational
levels of CN- is evaluated.
➢The cross-sections σj(E) are

nearly j-independent.
➢1/E-dependence
at
electron energies.

low

Some simplifications in theoretical approach
➢Transition

dipole
moments
calculated for energy E=0.25 eV
between the electronic bound
state |f> of CN- and different initial
continuum CN+e- states |Ei>.
➢The dipole moments are nearly

geometry independent. One can
simply compute them for the
equilibrium geometry of CN/CN-.

Dipole moments as a function of energy
➢Figure

shows the transition
dipole moments calculated for the
equilibrium CN- distance, R=2.25 a0
between the electronic bound
state |f> of CN- and different initial
continuum CN+e- states |Ei>.
➢The initial states |Ei> differ by the

symmetry of the wave function
annd by partial wave l in the
incident channel.
➢At low collision energies, the REA
cross section is mainly determined
by the dipole moments evaluated
for zero-point energy.

Simpler approach can be applied to larger molecules

C4H-

C3N

-

Another example: e-H

+
3

Scattering matrix for e+Mol+ collisions
We need the S-matrix describing the process
e- + Mol+(i-state)  e- + Mol+(i'-state) i (or i') represents all
quantum numbers.
It is calculated using the frame transformation approach.
Operator Ŝ is (almost) diagonal in the molecular-frame basis |n>
of the system. It is obtained from ab initio data in this treatment
of DR in H3+ (quantum defects).
Non-diagonal elements of S are obtained using a model
Hamiltonian written in the molecular-frame basis.
A better way of doing is to use complex Kohn or R-matrix
methods.
The coefficients <j|n> of transformation from one basis to
another are known: <i|n>~<jv|Q>=Ψv(Q).

Dissociating ionic and Rydberg states
✗The Jahn-Teller coupling plays an
important role in DR of C3v, D3h , and
Td molecular ions: It couples
degenerate electronic and vibrational
degrees of freedom.
✗The J-T coupling leads to a relatively
large amplitude to capture an incident
pπ (or dπ, dδ) electron into a doublydegenerate vibrational state of the
ionic core.
✗Once the electron is captured, the
Mol++e- system has a large probability
to dissociate (rather than to
autoionize).

Jahn-Teller coupling in H3+
Electronic Hamiltonian at a fixed nuclear
configuration p(lπ=1 states only)
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When diagonalized, it gives 3 potential
surfaces
The scattering matrix S=exp(2iδ) has a form
similar to H (Staib&Domcke 1990)
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S= [ 1 + iK ] [ 1−iK ]

H3 potentials (quantum defects) are from M.Jungen group

Simpler approach
For example, vibrational
excitation crosssection:
With elements of the
scattering matrix:
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Quantum defects are
expanded in Taylor series
the equilibrium position:
It gives the DR crosssection
(for one vibr. mode):
Using the normal mode
approximation:
For nonCoulomb potentials
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Comparison between complete and
simplified model: DR in H3+

DR crosssection
CH3+

H3O+

NH4+ DR crosssection

NH4+ ion
Symmetry considerations leads to the following model
Hamiltonian (as matrix m) in the subspace of triply-degenerate
electronic states of the incident electron.

A similar matrix describes the vibronic coupling between the
Rdberg states.
This allows us to extract the vibronic coupling parameters for
energies of Rydberg states and use them to obtain the S matrix
and the DR cross-section.
There is also doubly-degenerate modes that have to included into
the treatment.

H2D+ and D2H+ rate coefficients

Rates for excited vibrational levels

Rate coefficients for the rotational excitation
the ground vibrational level {000}

Rate coefficients for the vibrational excitation

For the
convenience of
using in models
we fit numerical
results with the
formula

Work in progress: evaluation of DR data

Work in progress: evaluation of DR data

Evaluation procedure




A properly weighted combination (using usually Bayesian
statistics) of selected experimental data and reaction
modelling results.
Mathematically, the problem is formulated as
T

T

[ σ⃗ exp −⃗σ ( ⃗p)] ( V exp ) [ ⃗σexp −⃗σ ( ⃗p)] + [ p⃗a− ⃗p ] ( V p )−1 [ p⃗a − ⃗p ] =min
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σ(p) is the evaluated cross section with the best set of
parameters p, pa is the best initial guess for parameters p, σexp
is the experimental cross section; Vp and Vexp are covariance
matrices.

V ij =∫ d σ 1 d σ 2 f i ( σ1 ) f j ( σ2 )(σ1−σ E )(σ 2−σ E )
i

j

Derived from Bayesian statistics
Suppose someone told you they had a nice conversation with someone on the train. Not
knowing anything else about this conversation, the probability that they were speaking to a
woman is 50%. Now suppose they also told you that this person had long hair. It is now
more likely they were speaking to a woman, since most long-haired people are women.
Bayes' theorem can be used to calculate the probability that the person is a woman.
To see how this is done, let W represent the event that the conversation was held with a
woman, and L denote the event that the conversation was held with a long-haired person.
It can be assumed that women constitute half the population for this example. So, not
knowing anything else, the probability that W occurs is
P(W) = 0.5
Suppose it is also known that 75% of women have long hair, which we denote as
P(L|W) = 0.75
Likewise, suppose it is known that 30% of men have long hair, or
P(L|M) = 0.30,
where M is the complementary event of W, i.e., the event that the conversation was held
with a man (assuming that every human is either a man or a woman).
Our goal is to calculate the probability that the conversation was held with a woman, given
the fact that the person had long hair, or, in our notation, P(W|L). Using the formula for
Bayes' theorem, we have:
P(W|L) =P(L|W) P(W)/P(L) = 0.71
Taken from http://www.answers.com/topic/bayes-theorem

H- + H2 potential energy surfaces

Conclusions, perspectives
➢With recent development of complex Kohn and R-matrix methods (and

Schwindger variational method as well), it became possible to treat a variety of
processes involving electron-molecule collisions at low energies.
➢The method of quantum defect theory (QDT), is also very succesful in treating
such processes. However, it is not very well adapted for electron-neutral
molecule collisions. It requires ab initio determination of highly-excited
(Rydberg) states in order to determine quantum defects.
➢We have calculated the cross-section for the radiative electron attachment to
CN, C3N, and C4H. The theoretic approach for CN is “fully” quantum-mechanical.
➢QDT approach has been applied to study DR in several molecular ions, in

particular, H3+. For H3+ and its isotopologues fully-quantum approach has been
applied. Rrovibrational excitation and photoabsorption processes have also
been studied for H3+.
➢The DR cross section have been determined for several molecular ions, CH 3+,
HN4+, HCO+, N2H+, HOC+ (will be reported at the DR meeting by S. Santos).

